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Composite Higgs loop eects in the top mode standard model are discussed by using
Miransky-Tanabashi-Yamawaki(MTY) approach based on the Schwinger-Dyson equation.
The top mass is obtained as 179 GeV for Planck scale cut-o ( ’ 1019 GeV). This result
is dierent from that of Bardeen-Hill-Lindner(BHL) approach based on the renormalization
group equation(RGE), with QCD plus Higgs loop eects included (mt ’ 205 GeV). Detailed
comparison of MTY approach with BHL approach is made. We derive \RGE" from Pagels-
Stokar formula by considering the infrared mass as the \renormalization point". Then, it
is found that MTY approach including the composite Higgs loop eects is only partially
equivalent to BHL approach with QCD plus Higgs loop eects. The dierence is essentially
the treatment for the composite Higgs propagator, or more precisely, for Z−1H . Our results is
also understood as mt(Ours) ’ 1=
p
2mt(MTY), in contrast to mt(BHL) ’
p
2=3mt(MTY),





Recently, the top quark has been discovered by CDF and D0 group, with the top quark mass
being very heavy, about 175 GeV.1) Why is the top quark so much heavier than other quarks and
leptons? The explication of this mass hierarchy is one of the most urgent and interesting problems
in particle physics. Since only the top quark mass is near the electro-weak symmetry breaking
scale 250 GeV, it seems natural to think that the top quark have an intimate relation to the
electro-weak symmetry breaking, namely, the top quark is connected with the Higgs sector in the
standard model(SM). An answer to this thought is the idea of the top quark condensate, which was
proposed by Miransky, Tanabashi and Yamawaki(MTY)2) and by Nambu,3) before the experiments
revealed the top quark mass is this large. In this idea, the standard Higgs scalar is replaced by
the corresponding bound state of the top and anti-top quarks. Thus the model may be called
\top mode standard model"(TMSM) in contrast to the ordinary SM using the elementary Higgs
particle, \Higgs mode standard model". While the original MTY approach to TMSM was based
on the Schwinger-Dyson(SD) equation and Pagels-Stokar(PS) formula,4) TMSM has been further
formulated elegantly by renormalization group (RG) approach by Bardeen, Hill and Lindner(BHL)5)
by using 1-loop RG flow of the SM, in which the Higgs particle becomes composite at a scale .6)
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2It is known7) that BHL approach including only QCD eects is equivalent to MTY approach at
1=Nc-leading order.
Advantage of the TMSM is to obtain the relation of the electro-weak symmetry breaking scale
to the top quark mass and the Higgs particle (tt) mass without introducing unknown particles. In
this model, however, there has been a diculty that the top quark mass is predicted over 200 GeV.
If we consider \top mode GUT"8) etc., of course, we can bring down the top quark mass.
However, we want to consider whether TMSM of the original simplest version is dead or not
by including the loop eects of the composite Higgs boson and the weak gauge boson. In BHL
approach, which is based on the perturbative RGE, it does not seem that the situation is changed,
for instance, by using 2-loop RGE,9) or 3-loop RGE. Thus we will take the original MTY approach.
In MTY approach, the mass function behavior at higher momentum is important. This means that
the behavior of eective top-yukawa coupling near cut-o is described clearly. It is in contrast to
BHL approach in which the top-yukawa at higher momentum region is ambiguous because of large
top-yukawa.
In this paper, we consider the SD equation including the composite Higgs boson loop eects
in addition to MTY analysis. Since the composite Higgs propagator, which was obtained by Ap-
pelquist, Terning and Wijewardhana,10) includes the ladder graph of the gauge boson, the behavior
of the propagator is quite dierent from the usual one, i.e., the composite Higgs propagator ac-
quires an extra momentum dependence of Z−1H (p
2) [see Eq. (3.9): Z−1H (p
2) / (ln p2=2QCD)
−1=7 −
(ln2=2QCD)
−1=7]. In addition to this extra factor, the yukawa-type vertex Γs(p
2) also includes the
ladder eects [see Eq. (3.11) ]. Due to the extra factor and the yukawa-type vertex, we nd that the
top mass is predicted numerically to be 179 GeV for Planck scale cut-o ( ’ 1019 GeV). Moreover,
we give the \RGE" for the top-yukawa by using PS formula plus the SD equation and clarify the
relation of MTY approach to BHL approach. We should mention that to combine our \RGE" with
BHL’s RGE at small top-yukawa region is meaningless because two methods are dierent things.
Our \RGE" flow including QCD plus Higgs loop eects is damping more rapidly than BHL’s one.
Thus, our top-yukawa at quasi-IR xed point is brought down. The dierence is essentially the
treatment of Z−1H . In our \RGE", the dependence of Z
−1
H (p
2;M2) on the physical momentum p is
dierent from the one on the infrared mass M , which is regarded as \renormalization point", while
there is no such a distinction for ZMSH (
2) in MS scheme. As a result, the answer of our approach
is dierent from the one of BHL approach. Actually, if we start with the gauged Yukawa model by
3applying also the improved ladder calculation to the top-yukawa vertex, we nd that our \RGE"
is just equal to BHL’s one, as far as we use the solution of 1-loop RGE as the running top-yukawa.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly review the analysis of the ladder SD
equation including only QCD eects according to MTY.2; 11) Next, we consider the SD equation
including the Higgs boson loop eects. Then, we introduce the non-local gauge12) so as to be
consistent with the bare vertex approximation to the SD equation. In section 3, we make analysis
on the SD equation for the mass function numerically. In section 4, we consider the relation of
MTY approach to BHL approach. Section 5 is devoted to summary and discussion.
x2. Non-Local Gauge
In this section, we consider the SD equation with one-gluon-exchange graph plus Higgs-boson-
loop eects included. We introduce the non-local gauge12) so as to be consistent with the bare
vertex approximation to the SD equation. In this gauge, the SD equation is reduced to a single
equation for the mass function.
Before consideration of SU(2)L  U(1)Y flavor symmetry corresponding to the SM, we rst
consider U(1)L  U(1)R flavor symmetry for simplicity in the SU(Nc)-gauged NJL model:




















where we have used the auxiliary eld method,  =   and  =  iγ5 , and  belongs to the fun-
damental representation of SU(Nc), and g and G are the gauge coupling and the 4-fermi coupling,
respectively.
The simplest version of the GNJL model, U(1)-gauged NJL model with U(1)L  U(1)R chiral
symmetry, was rst studied by Bardeen, Leung and Love in the ladder SD equation.13) A full set of
spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking solutions of the ladder SD equation and the critical line were
discovered by Kondo, Mino and Yamawaki and independently by Appelquist, Soldate, Takeuchi
and Wijewardhana.14) This dynamics was applied to the phenomenology, i.e., TMSM, by Miransky,
Tanabashi and Yamawaki.2)
We give a brief review of MTY result. We consider the SD equation for the fermion propagator
iS−1f (p)  A(−p
2)/p − B(−p2) with one-gluon-exchange graph, which is obtained from Cornwall-
4Jackiw-Tomboulis(CJT) potential15) of order O(Nc) under 2-loop approximation. We use the bare
vertex approximation to the coupling of fermion and gauge boson. If we take the Landau gauge,
the wave function A(p2E) is equal to unity. Therefore, the Landau gauge is most preferable in
this approximation so as to be consistent with the Ward-Takahashi(WT) identity.16) After angular
integration in Euclidean momentum, the SD equation for the mass function takes the form:










where C2 = (N
2
c −1)=2Nc is the quadratic Casimir constant of the fundamental representation and




y+B(y)2 , and g = 
2G=42 and
x  p2E. Hereafter we use only Euclidean momentum and omit the subscript of E. Eq. (2.3) is

















2B0(2) = ; (U.V.B.C.) (2.5)
x2B0(x)! 0 (x! 0); (I.R.B.C.) (2.6)
where we used usual technique so as to take account of running eects of the gauge coupling in the












= 4=7 (for SM) : (2.9)







where M is the infrared mass dened by M = B(M2). The PS formulae with isospin breaking,



























0 − 1 is
about 2 %. From F = 246 GeV, MTY predicted the top mass as 250 GeV with cut-o  = 10
19
GeV.
Recently, the top quark was discovered with the mass about 175 GeV, which is some what
smaller than the MTY value, though on the order of weak scale as predicted by MTY. Thus, we
consider the SD equation with one-gluon-exchange graph plus Higgs-loop eects (Fig. 1). The SD






















































where we made the bare vertex approximation, gY = 1; iγ5 for , , and D(p) and DH(p) are
the bare gauge boson propagator (D(q) =
1
q2
(g − (1 − −1)
qq
q2
)) and the composite Higgs
propagator(H = ; ), respectively.









Fig. 1. Schwinger-Dyson equation. The solid line with shaded blob, the solid line without shaded blob, the wave line
and the doted line represent the full fermion propagator Sf , the bare fermion propagator, the bare gauge boson
propagator D and the composite Higgs propagator DH , respectively. Notice that the bare fermion propagator
inverse with momentum p is equal to /p−  under the auxiliary eld method.
6the WT identity. Of course, the coupled SD equations of the wave function and the mass function
could be considered under a suitable vertex ansatz. We introduce, instead of consideration of such
SD equations, the non-local gauge −1(q2) so as to set A(p2) = 1 consistently with the bare vertex
approximation. From this standpoint, Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) are reduced into a single equation for
the mass function B(p2) by requiring A(p2) = 1 by use of the freedom of gauge choice.12) In this
gauge, B(p2) becomes the very mass function.
It is well known that the Landau gauge(−1 = 0) gives A(p2) = 1 in the analysis of one-gluon-
exchange graph, i.e., the third term and the fth term in Eq. (2.13) are canceled out. We consider





























where we assumed the momentum-shift-invariant regularization and q(q0)  p − k(k0). By using
the relation of Eq. (2.16), we can rewrite Eq. (2.13) as follows:







−2(p  q)(k  q)
−1(q2)
(q2)2





















−2(p  k0)(q0  k0)
−1(k02)
(k02)2































where y0  k02 and we have set A(p2) = 1 already in R.H.S. of Eq. (2.17) and we obtained Eq. (2.18)









When we derived Eq. (2.16), we used the momentum-shift-invariant regularization, for instance,
the dimensional regularization. Of course, the naive cut-o regularization is variant under shifting
the integrating momentum. If we consider the constant mass function B(x) = m and a nite cut-o
7, R.H.S. of Eq. (2.16) is obviously not equal to zero. Thus one might suspect whether or not our
non-local gauge (x) is consistent with A(x) ’ 1 for the nite cut-o. By substituting Eq. (2.20)


















In the case that we take the composite Higgs propagator DH(q
2) as the linear- model type or
the NJL type (see (3.2)), we can conrm A(x) ’ 1, assuming that the scalar mass is very small
compared with the cut-o . Finally, we may consider that the non-local gauge of Eq. (2.20) is
consistent with A(x) ’ 1. If we took the naive cut-o regularization from the beginning, such
problems would not occur. In Ref.18), SD equations of Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) was considered in the
non-local gauge in such a case in the gauged Yukawa model. However, the analysis seemed very
complicated.
We substitute the non-local gauge of Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.14). Then, we obtain the integral
equation for mass function as follows:































































where Eq. (2.22) has been obtained by using the non-local gauge of Eq. (2.20) after shifting the
integrating momentum from q to k0. Note that for deriving Eq. (2.23) we have used the following




























x3. Numerical Analysis of the Schwinger-Dyson Equation
including Higgs-Loop Eects
8In this section, we make analysis of Eq. (2.23) by two approach: One is that the composite
Higgs propagator is taken as the NJL type [Case I], while the other is that we use the composite
Higgs propagator obtained by ladder 1=Nc-leading analysis
10) (i.e., NJL at 1=Nc-leading order plus
gauge-boson-ladder graph included)[Case II].




First, we take the composite Higgs propagator DH(p
2) as the NJL model propagator [Case I]
for comparison of our analysis with BHL approach with QCD plus Higgs loop eects. The NJL















− I(x; 2) +
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where we neglected the fermion condensation  (x >> ).
For SU(2)L  U(1)Y flavor symmetry, we simply replace
P
; in Eq. (2.23) by
P
;0;+. Of
course, the fermion propagator takes the form iS−1f (p) = A(−p
2)/p + A5(−p2)γ5/p− B(−p2) under
consideration of SU(2)L symmetry. The pseudoscalar mass function B5(−p2) can always be rotated
away by the chiral symmetry, while A5(−p2) cannot. We discuss this problem later. Anyway, we
continue the analysis for Eq. (2.23).
By using the improved ladder calculation and the bifurcation method19) and PS formula, we
obtain fermion mass as 221 GeV for the cut-o  = 1019 GeV. We will not describe this result
in more detail, because this analysis is made in a parallel way to the next analysis. This result is
stable to the various r. If we vary r = 0  2, the mass is 219  222 GeV.
On the other hand, in BHL approach with QCD plus Higgs loop eects(without SU(2)LU(1)Y















where t(2)  ln2=2QCD. This top-yukawa gives the top mass as 205 GeV. Thus, it seems that
9χ Γ Γ SS=
Fig. 2. The composite Higgs propagator inverse with the yukawa type vertex Γs. The solid line with shaded blob,
the dotted line,  and Γs represent the full fermion propagator, the composite Higgs, Bethe-Salpeter amplitude
and the yukawa-type vertex at zero momentum transfer, respectively.
MTY approach including the loop eects of the NJL type propagator is \not" equivalent to BHL
approach. In next section, we will discuss the relation in detail.
Next, we consider [Case II], using the composite Higgs propagator obtained by Appelquist,




































































(x > M2); (3.12)
where M is the infrared mass to normalize the mass function and we neglected the third and fourth
terms of Eq. (3.8), because the order of these terms is O(M2) << x.
Moreover, in this case we need to modify Eq. (2.23). If we start with CJT potential of Fig. 3,
we nd that two gY ’s of Fig. 1 have to be replaced by Γs (see Fig. 4). We can conrm it easily
by dierentiating CJT potential with respect to the full fermion propagator Sf , if noting that the
composite Higgs propagator in Case II consists of the ladder graph(Fig. 2). Because we consider the
composite Higgs propagator inverse as R.H.S. of Fig. 2, which has two Γs’s in our approximation,
the SD equation does not take the usual form with one bare vertex and one 1PI full-vertex, but
10
= - i N c
-1
fSTr Ln i N c- 0 -f
N
2G
dx 2+ pi 2  )
-1
(S STr 4c σCJTΓ + +
Fig. 3. CJT potential. The solid line with shaded blob, the dotted line and the wave line represent the full fermion
propagator Sf , the composite Higgs propagator and the bare gauge boson propagator, respectively. In the second
term, S−10 = /p−  is the bare fermion propagator. The last term in this potential is O(N
0
c ) and the other terms
are O(Nc). Notice that the composite Higgs propagator is given by Fig. 2.
does the form of Fig. 4 with two Γs’s. Finally, we obtain SD equation for the mass function as
follows:

























In this expression, the divergence of t(2)2cm from D−1H (y) is canceled out by the same one from
the two Γs’s, and the result does not depend on whether we take the expression of Γs(x)
2 or Γs(y)
2
instead of Γs(x)Γs(y) in Eq. (3.13). The dierences of the top mass prediction are about 1 GeV in
these cases.
We can solve Eq. (3.13) simply by using bifurcation method. Then we can show that the
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Fig. 4. The Schwinger-Dyson equation including the composite Higgs loop eects. The solid line with shaded blob,
the solid line without shaded blob, the dotted line and the wave line represent the full fermion propagator, the
bare fermion propagator, the composite Higgs propagator and the bare gauge boson propagator, respectively.
Notice that two Γs vertex are used instead of one bare vertex and one 1PI-full vertex, because the composite
Higgs propagator is given approximately by R.H.S. of Fig. 2.
B0(t)! 0; (t! t(M2) = lnM2=2QCD ) (3.22)
B00(t)! 0; (t! t(M2) = lnM2=2QCD ) (3.23)
B000(t)! 0: (t! t(M2) = lnM2=2QCD ) (3.24)
By using the analytical expression of PS formula,20) , which neglects B0(x) and replaces the de-










we obtain the top quark mass mt = 179 GeV with  = 10
19 GeV and F = 246 GeV numerically.
For various cut-o’s, we obtain the Table I.
The dierential equation of Eq. (3.14) is complicated, however; The main term comes from
Γs(x)
2ZH(x) in Eq. (3.13), where we dened D
−1




















This factor of Γs(x)
2ZH(x) is blowing up more rapidly than the one in Case I. Thus, the mass
function in Case II grows up more in high momentum region than the one in Case I, and as a result
the top mass prediction gets down. In the next section, the relation of MTY approach with BHL
approach is described in detail.
12
 1021 1020 1019 1018 1017 1016 1015 1014
mt 175 177 179 181 184 187 190 194
Table I. The top mass for various cut-o (GeV) in Case II.
x4. The Relation of Miransky-Tanabashi-Yamawaki Approach to
Bardeen-Hill-Lindner Approach
Now, we consider the relation of MTY approach to BHL approach. In the previous section, we
found numerically that our approach is \not" precisely equivalent to BHL approach in two cases
for DH(p
2). Thus, we want to give the relation analytically. From the bifurcation method and the












where f(x) is a dominant solution to the SD equation for the mass function andB(x) = Mf(x)=f(M2).
Needless to say, the mass function cannot be divided into one variable function like f(x) under con-
sideration of sub-dominant terms. Namely, the mass function becomes B(x) = Mf(x;M2) in this
case, where f(M2;M2) = 1. In the analysis of the one-gluon-exchange graph, for instance, f(x) is
nearly equal to (lnx=2QCD)
−cm from Eq. (2.10). If we read M as a \renormalization point" ~ in
Eq. (4.1), we can dene a \yukawa coupling" corresponding to BHL approach as7)
























Y; ~t  ln ~2 : (4.3)
We should mention that Y just equals zero at ~ !  in Eq. (4.2). This corresponds to the















s + 9=42 + 17=121
!
Y; (4.4)
where t = t(2) = ln2,  is the renormalization point in MS scheme, the Higgs loop eects give
the factor 3=2, and 1;2 are U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge coupling, respectively. \RGEMTY" is similar
13
to RGEBHL, and in fact both become identical in large Nc limit.
7) However, the meaning is dierent
from each other. In RGEBHL, because of using perturbative RGE, the flow of large yt at high energy
region is ambiguous. On the other hand, the mass function f(t) in \RGEMTY" is given clearly at
higher momentum rather than at low energy. In other words, \RGEMTY" is more reliable than
RGEBHL in large yt region. We may understand \RGEMTY" as \non-perturbative RGE" in a sense.
We should not mix two approach; For instance, we should not combine \RGEMTY" with RGEBHL
at small top-yukawa region, because these approach are based on the dierent manner.
















f = 0: (4.5)
In Eq. (4.5), we can show numerically that f 00 is almost irrelevant. We may regard t(x) as t(~2),
because f(x) is a one-variable function. Thus, \RGEMTY" in Case II becomes

















In the same way, by use of the NJL type propagator (3.2) \RGEMTY" in Case I is given by












−~t+ ln2=2QCD + r
!
Y: (4.7)
To be general, we obtain \RGEMTY" with QCD plus the composite Higgs loop eects from Eq. (3.13)
by using Γs(x)
2ZH(x) as follows:

















where we assumed that f 00 is negligible. Note that Eq. (4.8) takes the same form even if we consider
U(1)L  U(1)R flavor symmetry, which is discussed in section 2: The term of Γs(x)2ZH(x) is the
same as the above one for H = ; 0.
If we start with the gauged Yukawa model by taking account of the running eects of the top-
yukawa in the improved ladder calculation, we substitute ZH(~t)Γs(~t)
2 = ysolt (~t)
2=2 into Eq. (4.8),
where ysolt is the solution of 1-loop RGE. Then, we nd that Eq. (4.8) in this case is just equal
14
to RGEBHL up to the SU(2)L  U(1)Y gauge contributions. In the case of U(1)L  U(1)R flavor


















In this case, there is no ambiguity of A5(x).
In our model, however, yt(x)
2 is not necessarily equal to ~yt(x)
2  2ZH(x)Γs(x)2, where the
factor of 2 arises from our normalization. We should mention
F 2a = Z
−1
a (0;M
2)2; (a = 0;) (4.10)
which is derived from the WT identity for the axial-vector vertex including the auxiliary eld.21)
In Eq. (4.10), we wrote explicitly the infrared mass dependence of Za . Hereafter, we do not
distinguish a, because we have neglected the deviation of F0 from F in this paper. By our






















where we neglected the M2 dependence of ZH in high-energy region and we used ZH(x; 0) =
Z(x; 0) [H = ; ] due to the chiral symmetry. Thus, the deviation of ~yt from yt results essentially
from that of Z(M
2; 0) from Z(0;M
2). Of course, we cannot estimate Z(0;M
2), as far as the
bifurcation method is used. Generally speaking, it is very dicult to obtain the behavior of the
mass function around zero momentum under consideration of the running coupling eects in the
SD approach.
In contrast to this, there is no such a distinction of ZMSH (
2) in use of the MS scheme. It is
the reason why ~yt(
2) becomes equivalent to yt(
2) in MS scheme. We should mention that the
point is not the artifact of the 1=Nc-expansion. The same conclusion can be also be drawn for the
15









Fig. 5. The RGE flow. The dotted line and the solid line represent BHL approach and our approach in Case II,
respectively. From top to bottom,  = 1015; 1017 and 1019GeV.
case of U(1)L  U(1)R flavor symmetry, which has no ambiguity of A5(x). Thus, we nd that the
dierence of our result from BHL is not due to the ambiguity of A5(x).
Actually, our result of Eq. (4.6) or Eq. (4.7) is dierent from BHL’s one. Due to this dierence,
the RGE flow is changed (see Fig. 5).





M2t(M2)2cm(− lnM2=2 + r)1=2 Z t(2)
t(M2)
t−2cm(−t+ ln2=2QCD + r)













1; [ MTY/BHL including only QCD eects ]
3
2 ; [ BHL including QCD plus Higgs loops eects ]
2; [ Ours in Case II ]
(4.17)





2=3mt(MTY), where mt(MTY) ’250 GeV stands for the original MTY value,
corresponding to  = 1 in Eq. (4.17).
16
Now, we comment on the technique of 1=Nc-sub-leading analysis because 1=Nc-expansion is
used partially in our approach.
We have to notice that the mass function B(x) must not be written naively by the series of
1=Nc.
23) Actually, one might be tempted to expand the mass function B(x) as B(x) = B0(x) +
1
Nc
B1(x) +   . Then, one would have B0(x) = −
1
Nc
B1(x) on a critical coupling in the second order
phase transition. For consistency, we would nd B0(x) = B1(x) = 0 at the critical point. Then, the
critical coupling would not be changed by including any higher order 1=Nc-correction. Of course,
we disagree with this claim ). This means that 1=Nc expansion of the order parameter should not
be done naively. In Ref.23), it will be described in detail.
x5. Summary and Discussions
We found that the top quark mass can be brought down below 200 GeV, in our analysis(Case
II) 179 GeV for Planck scale cut-o, by using the SD equation with QCD plus the composite




suggested that the dierence of the result between our approach and BHL approach reflects the
dierent treatment for Z−1H . Needless to say, we should notice that the top mass is brought up
about 10 % by switching on SU(2)L  U(1)Y -gauge loop eects.
However, it must be mentioned that the composite Higgs propagator (3.9) is ambiguous at
higher momentum because the technique in Ref.10) is based on resummation of the Taylor series
around zero momentum of Higgs boson. Recently, the composite Higgs boson propagator is obtained
analytically under some assumptions without using the yukawa type vertex Γs at zero momentum
transfer.24) This expression is obtained only in the case of the constant gauge coupling. Their result




2 in the composite Higgs propagator is smaller than the one
of Ref.10). If we expect this result also to the case of the improved ladder analysis, the top mass
may be brought down more.
Of course, some diculties may be pointed out technically to our approach at sight. Especially,
as the previous discussion, we need to take fermion propagator iS−1f (p) = A(−p
2)/p+A5(−p2)γ5/p−
B(−p2) under the consideration of SU(2)L symmetry. This problem seems to be serious. It is
expected that A5(−p2) can vanish, if we choose a good non-local gauge for SU(2)L gauge. Then,
) However, such the expansion of the chiral condensation  is considered in Ref.22).
17
we will be able to make the full analysis for the TMSM in MTY approach. That is a future work.
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